
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Auckland Racing Club Date: Saturday, 26 September 2020 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Good 3 
Rail: 9.5 metres 
Stewards: M Williamson (Chairman), A Coles, A Dooley, V Algar 
Vet: Dr I S Bridge BVSc, A Fowler BVSc 
Stenographer: M Coles 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: POWER ON, QUATTRO QUINTA, DRAGON RUN, SUPER STRIKE, MAKE TIME, BEAUTY TIME, 
LORD SIBFORD, DAWN PATROL, OUR ALLEY CAT 

Suspensions: Race 9 J Fawcett MANRICO 
Careless riding 400 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 4-31/10 incl, 4 weeks 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race 7 
 
8 
 
8 
 
9 

S Marsh FELAAR 
Presented runner without notified gear [616(4)] 
J Riddell DAWN PATROL 
Shifting ground 1200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
R Elliot CONCERT HALL 
Shifting ground 300 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
J Richards VINCENZA 
Presented runner with non-notified gear [616(2)] 

Horse Actions: Race 2 
 
3 
 
5 
 
6 

LUCYBELLE 
Warning, racing manners 
LIGHTNING WARRIOR 
Warning, racing manners 
TEARS OF JUPITER 
Must barrier trial 
GABRIEL  
Bled (2nd time), ineligible to further race in New Zealand 

Follow Up: Race 5 
9 

SACROSANCT 
MAISON ROXANNE 

Medical Certificates: Received from R Elliot 
Required from S McKay 

Rider Changes: Race 3 NITRO  N Alam replaced O Helagi (injured) 

Late Scratchings: Race 5 TEARS OF JUPITER  2.35 pm (at start) 
 

 
 

GENERAL:  

Stewards were advised yesterday Apprentice Rider O Helagi was injured during trackwork and unable to fulfil her 
riding engagement today.  O Helagi is required to provide a medical clearance before riding next. 

 



RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 BARFOOT & THOMPSON 1400 METRES 

BELLA BUTTON (A Goindasamy) – Slow to begin. 
 
POWER ON (M Cameron) – Over-raced when being restrained in the early stages when leading.  Contacted over the 
concluding stages. 
  
SHEZA JAKKAL (D Johnson) - Crowded start. 
  
IFFIE SHOWS (R Elliot) - Hampered start. 
 
FLASH WARRIOR (S Spratt) – Over-raced due to a slow pace in the early to middle stages. 
 
JASON BELLTREE (M Hashizume) - Shifted in over the concluding stages making contact with POWER ON. 
 

Race 2 DUNSTAN FEEDS 880 METRES 

LUCYBELLE (J Fawcett) – Slow to begin.  Ducked out approaching the 300 metres becoming awkwardly placed on 
heels then hung out for the remainder of the race proving difficult to ride.   Trainer K Rae was advised a warning 
would be placed on the racing manners of LUCYBELLE.  Lost the right front plate during the running. 
 
CHEROKEE WARRIOR (S Spratt) - Restrained from a wide barrier.  When questioned regarding the performance Rider 
S Spratt advised the colt had been disadvantaged from a wide barrier. 
 
MOLINARA (A Calder) - Restrained from a wide barrier. 
 
SEVEN TWENTY (D Johnson) - Hung out making the final bend. 
 
WOLFGANG (S McKay) - Lay out over the concluding stages inconveniencing HEROIC WARRIOR.  
 
HEROIC WARRIOR (L Satherley) - Inconvenienced concluding stages. 
 

Race 3 BARFOOT & THOMPSON 1200 METRES 

NITRO (N Alam) - Raced keenly. 
 
LIGHTNING WARRIOR (J Riddell) – Raced ungenerously throughout, hanging outwards becoming awkwardly placed 
between runners passing the 500 metres then ran wide.  LIGHTNING WARRIOR was not then preserved with.  Trainer 
D Wiles advised that a warning would be placed against the gelding’s racing manners with D Wiles undertaking to 
report to Stewards with anything that may become apparent further advising he was considering the geldings racing 
future. 
 
EDIT (S Weatherley) – Began awkwardly then steadied.  Raced greenly when placed under pressure from near the 250 
metres becoming awkwardly placed near heels passing the 100 metres. 
 
CHAMPAGNE PRINCESS (L Satherley) - Raced wide without cover. 
 
GLOBAL CURRENCY (D Johnson) - When questioned regarding the performance Rider D Johnson advised that the 
gelding had gotten further back than intended. 
 
CARNABY GIRL (A Calder) - Raced in restricted room near the 100 metres to the inside of CHAMPAGNE PRINCESS (L 
Satherley) which lay in under pressure.  L Satherley was advised to exercise greater care. 
 



Race 4 DUNSTAN FEEDS 1200 METRES 

SWEET MOLLY MALONE (S Weatherley) - Began awkwardly.  Inconvenienced 1050 metres.  Briefly contacted 
approaching the 300 metres by BOUNTY which shifted out under pressure with SWEET MOLLY MALONE then shifting 
out and inconveniencing SUPER STRIKE. 
 
SUPER STRIKE (A Calder) - Inconvenienced then steadied to avoid heels 300 metres then shifted in making brief 
contact with BOUNTY near the 75 metres. 
 
BOUNTY (C Grylls) - Contacted 75 metres. 
 
PREIPO (T Yanagida) - Began awkwardly. 
 
KEEP IT REAL (D Danis) - Began awkwardly then restrained. Raced ungenerously for a distance near the 800 metres. 
Lost the left hind plate during the running. 
 
BULLYBROOK (C Jones) - Restrained off heels passing the 1000 metres with the saddle shifting forward placing 
apprentice rider C Jones at a disadvantage for the remainder of the race. 
 
SAINTLY WAY (A Goindasamy) - The rider’s saddle shifted when placed under pressure in the final straight with the 
rider being disadvantaged and SAINTLY WAY not ridden out over the final 150 metres. 
 

Race 5 VODAFONE 1400 METRES 

TEARS OF JUPITER (A Goindasamy) - Declared a late scratching at 2.35 pm at the start after escaping through the 
front of the barrier.  TEARS OF JUPITER was treated for minor abrasions to the left tibia, palmar aspect of right carpus 
and head.  Trainer P Williams was advised that the mare would be required to barrier trial before racing again. 
 
RED INFERNO (O Bosson) - Restrained from its wide barrier.  When questioned regarding the performance rider O 
Bosson advised the gelding would prefer a rain-affected track. 
 
MY SUPERIOR GIRL (M Cameron) - Began awkwardly.  Lost the right front plate during the running. 
 
ENDEAN LASS (S Weatherley) - Raced wide without cover. 
  
SACROSANCT (D Johnson) - Restrained passing the 1200 metres to obtain cover. 
 
PEPPERELLO (S McKay) - Dictated wider passing the 450 metres by TROUBLE which shifted out to obtain clear 
running. 
 
L Satherley (SINGLE MOMENT) - Reminded of her obligations concerning her whip use. 
 

Race 6 SKY CITY AUCKLAND 2100 METRES 

DELUXE EDITION (M Kareem) - Slow away. 
 
RICHARD OF YORKE (J Kamaruddin) – Slow away. 
 
GOCARA (L Satherley) - Restrained from a wide barrier. 
 
PRIOR ENGAGEMENT (A Goindasamy) – Lost the off hind plate during the running. 
 



TRANSFORMER (C Jones) - Steadied away from heels passing the 2000 metres.  Restrained off heels for a distance 
from near the 1600 metres until near the 1000 metres.  TRANSFORMER again became awkwardly placed on heels 
near the 800 metres. 
 
SENTITIO (T Yanagida) - Raced wide without cover until near the 1200 metres.  Hampered when contacted 200 
metres. 
 
TUNZAGUTZ (J Fawcett) - Became awkwardly placed on heels for a distance from near the 800 metres. 
 
EACH WAY (D Danis) - Became awkwardly placed on heels for a distance from near the 800 metres. 
 
BEAUTY STAR (M McNab) - Shifted in when struck with the whip passing the 200 metres making contact with 
SENTITO with BEAUTY SAR becoming unbalanced. 
 
SPRING DELIGHT (C Grylls) – When questioned regarding the performance Rider C Grylls advised the mare had raced 
keenly throughout.  SPRING DELIGHT underwent a post-race veterinary examination which could find no obvious 
abnormality. 
 
GABRIEL (S Spratt) - Returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils.  A subsequent veterinary 
examination including an endoscopic examination which the gelding to have bled.  GABRIEL is now ineligible to 
further race in New Zealand as this is the geldings second such occurrence. 
 

Race 7 ARC THANKS ‘THE KING’ – MICHAEL COLEMAN 1600 METRES 

S Marsh (FELAAR) – Issued with a warning after FELAAR was presented to race in gear without notified gear (pre-race 
ear covers). 
 
TAMMIE WYNETTE (T Yanagida) - Raced wide without cover. 
 
POKER FACE (M Hashizume) - Restrained from a wide barrier. 
 
LALA LAND (J Fawcett) - Began awkwardly. 
 
CODECRACKER (C Grylls) - Raced three wide with cover throughout the early and middle stages. 
 
HELLO IT’S ME (T Harris) - Restrained off heels near the 600 metres. 
 
LADY SHABEEL (C Jones) – Became awkwardly placed on heels for a distance from near the 1100 metres. Improved 
onto heels and steadied passing the 250 metres. 
 
FELAAR (D Johnson) - Lost the front right plate during the running. 
 
VAINGLORY (S Weatherley) – Lost the near front plate during the running. 
 

Race 8 OTAKIRI RESERVE 1400 METRES 

MIDNIGHT RUNNER (C Jones) - Raced wide without cover throughout. 
 
ON THE ROCKS (E McCall) - Raced wide for the majority of the race. 
 
BRAAVOS (J Fawcett) - Began awkwardly. Raced in restricted room entering the final straight. 
 
TE TORO PEARL (S Spratt) - Restrained from its wide barrier. 



FINBARR (S Weatherley) - Slow to begin.  Hampered 800 metres. 
 
SHOSHONE (C Grylls) - Restrained near the 1200 metres to avoid the heels of DAWN PATROL.  As a result MONEY 
TRAIL which was following was hampered.  Shifted out approaching the 500 metres when looking to obtain clear 
running making contact with GINO SEVERINI with both runners becoming unbalanced.  SHOSHONE then raced in 
restricted room for a distance. 
 
MONEY TRAIL (M Cameron) - Hampered 1200 metres.  
 
J Riddell (DAWN PATROL) - Issued with a warning after permitting DAWN PATROL to shift in near the 1200 metres 
when insufficiently clear of SHOSHONE which had to be restrained losing ground. 
 
ORAKEI OVERLORD (D Johnson) - Raced keenly through the middle stages. 
 
JUSTAMAIZ (A Calder) - Slow to begin. Made contact with the running rail passing the 800 metres becoming 
unbalanced and losing ground.  As a result, FINBAAR which was following was hampered.  Briefly steadied 300 metres 
to avoid the heels of CONCERT HALL (R Elliot) which shifted out to obtain clear running.   
 
R Elliot (CONCERT HALL) - Issued with a warning after permitting CONCERT HALL to shift out near the 300 metres 
when insufficiently clear of JUSTAMAIZ which was steadied. 
 
GINO SEVERINI (M Hashizume) – Inconvenienced inside final 100 metres. 
 
KACHHI (A Goindasamy) - Shifted out to obtain clear running approaching the 200 metres. 
 
DAWN PATROL (J Riddell) - Inclined to shift outwards under pressure inconveniencing GINO SEVERINI inside the final 
100 metres. 
 
J Riddell (DAWN PATROL) - Reminded of his obligation in that he must ride his mounts out to the finish of the race 
when circumstances permit him to do so. 
 

Race 9 AUCKLAND CO-OP TAXIS 1200 METRES 

J Richards (VICENZA) – Issued with a warning after VINCENZA was presented to race in gear which had not been 
notified (pre-race ear covers). 
 
GORGEOUS GEISHA (A Calder) – Slow to begin. 
 
MUMMS JEWEL (C Grylls) - Raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
 
MANRICO (J Fawcett) - Shifted out to obtain clear running 400 metres making contact with BLOOD WARRIOR which 
became unbalanced and fell with MANRICO then not persevered with.  J Fawcett explained that following the contact 
and fall, she had immediately become concerned for the fallen horse and rider and as a result did not ride her mount 
out.  MANRICO underwent a post-race veterinary examination which found a small laceration to the left hind pastern. 
 
BLOOD WARRIOR (S McKay) – Contacted 400 metres becoming unbalanced and falling dislodging rider S McKay who 
was taken to hospital for further evaluation.  Hampered as a result was VICENZA which was following.   BLOOD 
WARRIOR underwent a post-race veterinary examination which ould find no obvious abnormality. 
 
VICENZA (D Montes de Oca) – Hampered 400 metres. 
 



J Fawcett (MANRICO) – Admitted a charge of careless riding in that she permitted MANRICO to shift out when 
insufficiently clear of BLOOD WARRIOR (S McKay) which was contacted and became unbalanced then fell near the 
400 metres.  After considering submissions the Judicial Committee suspended her license to ride in races from the 
conclusion of racing on Saturday 3 October, up to and including racing on Sunday 31 October 2020, 4 weeks. 
 

 
Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment 
 


